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References:

Letter from Regis T. Repko to NRC, Response to Request for Additional
Information Regarding License Amendment Request to Support Plant
Modifications to the Nuclear Instrumentation System, dated May 20, 2010

Letter from Jon Thompson to Regis T. Repko, McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1
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Letter from Jon Thompson to J. R. Morris, Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and
2, Issuance of Amendments Regarding Replacement of Source Range and
Intermediate Range Excore Detection Systems With Equivalent Neutron
Monitoring Systems Using Fission Chamber Detectors, dated August 2, 2010

Pursuant to Section 50.90 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Duke
Energy Carolinas, LLC (Duke Energy) herein submits a license amendment request (LAR) for
the Renewed Facility Operating Licenses (FOL) and Technical Specifications (TS) for MNS and
CNS Units 1 and 2 to remove superseded TS requirements.

By letter dated July 1, 2009, as supplemented by letter dated May 20, 2010, Duke Energy
submitted a LAR to change TSs 3.3.1 in support of plant modifications planned for MNS and
CNS. The modifications installed new nuclear instrumentation systems. The pre-existing
Source Range (SR) and Intermediate Range (IR) excore detector systems utilized boron
triflouride (BF 3) detectors and compensated ion chamber detectors, respectively. New nuclear
instrumentation systems were installed to increase system reliability. The new instrumentation
utilizes fission chamber detectors that perform both the SR and the IR monitoring functions.
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Because the modifications were implemented on a staggered basis for each of the units,
temporary TS modifications were implemented to allow the applicable TS requirements to be
applicable or non-applicable, depending upon implementation status of the modification. The
LAR, as supplemented by a letter dated May 20, 2010, contained a commitment for Duke
Energy to submit a follow-up administrative LAR to delete the superseded temporary TSs within
one year following implementation of the modification on the final unit.

By separate letters dated August 2, 2010 the NRC issued license amendments regarding the
TS changes requested in the July 1, 2009, LAR. Implementation of the final modification was
completed during the MNS Unit 1 End-Of-Cycle 23 refueling outage (Fall 2014). This LAR
satisfies the MNS and CNS commitment to delete the superseded TSs described in the July 1,
2009 LAR, as supplemented by letter dated May 20, 2010.

In accordance with Duke's administrative procedures and Quality Assurance Program, this LAR
has been reviewed and approved by the MNS and CNS Plant Operations Review Committees.

Attachment 1 provides an evaluation of the changes proposed in this LAR. Attachments 2 and
4 contain marked-up versions of the affected TS pages. Attachments 3 and 5 provide the
existing Bases pages marked-up to show the proposed changes These pages are provided for
information only. Reprinted (clean) TS pages will be provided to the NRC prior to issuance of
the approved amendments.

This LAR contains no regulatory commitments.

Implementation of this proposed LAR will not impact the MNS or CNS Updated Final Safety
Analysis Reports (UFSARs).

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.91, a copy of this LAR is being sent to the designated official of the
State of North and South Carolina.

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact Kay L. Crane at
(980) 875-4306.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on June 23,
2015.

Sincerely,

Steven D. Capps

Attachments
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cc:

V.M. McCree, Region II Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Marquis One Tower
245 Peachtree Center Avenue NE, Suite 1200
Atlanta, Georgia 30303-1257

G. E. Miller, Project Manager (MNS and CNS)
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Mail Stop 0-8 G9A
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

J. Zeiler
NRC Senior Resident Inspector
McGuire Nuclear Station

G. A. Hutto
NRC Senior Resident Inspector
Catawba Nuclear Station

North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services
Division of Health Service Regulation
Radiation Protection Section
1645 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1645

Division of Waste Management
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control
2600 Bull St.
Columbia, SC 29201
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1. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Pursuant to Section 50.90 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Duke
Energy Carolinas, LLC (Duke Energy) herein submits a license amendment request
(LAR) for the Renewed Facility Operating Licenses (FOLs) and Technical Specifications
(TS) for McGuire Nuclear Station (MNS) and Catawba Nuclear Station (CNS) Units 1
and 2 to remove superseded TS requirements.

By letter dated July 1, 2009, Duke Energy submitted a LAR in support of plant
modifications to the Nuclear Instrumentation Systems. Because the modifications were
implemented on a staggered basis for each plant and unit, temporary TS modifications
were implemented. This allowed the TS requirements to be either applicable or non-
applicable, depending upon whether the modification had or had not been implemented,
respectively. The LAR, as supplemented by a letter dated May 20, 2010, contained a
commitment for Duke Energy to submit a follow-up administrative LAR to delete the
superseded temporary TS(s) within one year following the implementation of the
modification on the final unit.

By separate letters dated August 2, 2010, the NRC issued amendments and Safety
Evaluation Report (SERs) regarding the TS changes requested in the July 1, 2009, LAR.
Implementation of the final modification was completed during the MNS Unit 1 End-Of-
Cycle 23 refueling outage (Fall 2014). This LAR satisfies the Duke commitment to delete
the superseded temporary TSs described in the July 1, 2009, LAR, as supplemented by
a letter dated May 20, 2010.

2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The proposed changes described below are administrative non-technical changes only.
These changes are consistent with the proposed changes in Duke Energy's July 1,
2009, LAR and the subject commitment in that LAR, as supplemented by a letter dated
May 20, 2010. In addition, these changes are consistent with the changes approved by
the NRC in their SERs issued on August 2, 2010. The proposed changes support the
commitment to the NRC to delete the superseded temporary TSs within one year
following implementation of the modification on the final unit.

Proposed Changes-McGuire (reference Attachment 2):

SR 3.3.1.11, Note 3 and the associated footnote will be deleted. This note applies to
Westinghouse supplied compensated ion chamber neutron detectors which have been
replaced.

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 1 of 7), Intermediate Range Neutron Flux < 30% RTP Allowable
Values and the associated footnote will be deleted. This value applies to the
Westinghouse supplied compensated ion chamber neutron detectors which have been
replaced.

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 2 of 7), Source Range Neutron Flux Allowable Values < 1.3 E5 cps
and the associated footnote will be deleted. This value applies to the Westinghouse
boron triflouride (BF 3) detectors which have been replaced.

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 4 of 7), The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P-6, > 4E-1 1 amp



Allowable Value and the 1E-10 amp Nominal Trip Setpoint will be deleted. These
values apply to the Westinghouse supplied compensated ion chamber neutron detectors
which have been replaced.

The associated MNS Technical Specification Bases Pages are provided in Attachment 3

for information only.

Proposed Changes-Catawba (reference Attachment 4):

SR 3.3.1.11, Note 3 and the associated footnote will be deleted. This note applies to
Westinghouse supplied compensated ion chamber neutron detectors which have been
replaced.

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 2 of 8), The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux Allowable Value <
31% RTP and the associated footnote will be deleted. This value applies to the
Westinghouse supplied compensated ion chamber neutron detectors which have been
replaced.

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 2 of 8), The Source Range Neutron Flux Allowable Value < 1.4 E5
cps and the associated footnote will be deleted. This value applies to the
Westinghouse boron triflouride (BF 3) detectors which have been replaced.

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 5 of 8), The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P-6 Allowable Value
and Nominal Trip Setpoint of > 6E-1 1 and 1 E-1 0 amp and the associated footnote will
be deleted. These values apply to the Westinghouse supplied compensated ion
chamber neutron detectors which have been replaced.

The associated CNS Technical Specification Bases Pages are provided in Attachment 5

for information only.

3. TECHNICAL EVALUATION

The proposed changes are administrative non-technical changes which remove
temporary TS requirements added as part of the MNS and CNS July 1, 2009, LAR.
These temporary requirements, which accommodated the staggered implementation of
the modifications on both MNS and CNS Units, is no longer necessary given that the
modifications have been implemented. Upon approval and implementation of the
proposed changes, the MNS and CNS TSs will continue to reflect the changes justified
in the Regulatory Evaluation associated with Duke Energy's July 1, 2009, LAR and
approved by the NRC as part of their August 2, 2010 SERs.

The proposed changes implement an administrative non-technical editorial corrections.

Given the above, additional Technical Evaluation of the administrative non-technical
changes proposed in this LAR is not necessary.

4. REGULATORY EVALUATION

4.1 Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria

The proposed changes in this LAR are administrative and non-technical in



nature. Upon approval and implementation of the proposed changes, the MNS
and CNS TSs will continue to comply with the applicable regulatory requirements
and criteria discussed in the Regulatory Evaluation associated with Duke
Energy's July 1, 2009, LAR and approved by the NRC as part of their August 2,
2010 SERs. Therefore, additional discussion of the applicable regulatory
requirements and criteria is not required.

4.2 Significant Hazards Consideration

The changes are administrative non-technical changes only and are consistent
with the commitment in Duke Energy's July 1, 2009, LAR, as supplemented by a
letter dated May 20, 2010. In addition, these changes are consistent with the
changes approved by the NRC in their August 2, 2010, SERs. These changes
support the commitment to the NRC to delete the superseded MNS and CNS
temporary TSs within one year after implementation of the modification on the
final unit.

Duke Energy has evaluated whether or not a significant hazard consideration is
involved with the proposed changes by analyzing the three standards set forth in
10 CFR 50.92(c) as discussed below:

Criterion 1:

Does the proposed amendment involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

This LAR proposes administrative non-technical changes only. These proposed
changes do not adversely affect accident initiators or precursors nor alter the
design assumptions, conditions, or configurations of the facility. The proposed
changes do not alter or prevent the ability of structures, systems and
components (SSCs) to perform their intended function to mitigate the
consequences of an initiating event within the assumed acceptance limits.

Given the above discussion, it is concluded the proposed amendment does not
significantly increase the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

Criterion 2:

Does the proposed amendment create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

This LAR proposes administrative non-technical changes only. The proposed
changes will not alter the design requirements of any Structure, System or
Component (SSC) or its function during accident conditions. No new or different
accidents result from the proposed changes. The changes do not involve a
physical alteration of the plant or any changes in methods governing normal plant



operation. The changes do not alter assumptions made in the safety analysis.

Given the above discussion, it is concluded the proposed amendment does not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

Criterion 3:

Does the proposed amendment involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

Response: No.

This LAR proposes administrative non-technical changes only. The proposed
changes do not alter the manner in which safety limits, limiting safety system
settings or limiting conditions for operation are determined. The safety analysis
acceptance criteria are not affected by these changes. The proposed changes
will not result in plant operation in a configuration outside the design basis. The
proposed changes do not adversely affect systems that respond to safely
shutdown the plant and to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition.

Given the above discussion, it is concluded the proposed amendment does not
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

4.3 Conclusions

Based on the above, Duke Energy concludes that the proposed amendment
does not involve a significant hazards consideration under the standards set forth
in 10 CFR 50.92(c), and, accordingly, a finding of no significant hazards
consideration is justified.

5. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

This LAR proposes administrative non-technical changes only. Duke Energy has
determined that the proposed amendment does change requirements with respect to the
installation or use of a facility component located within the restricted area, as defined by
10 CFR 20. Duke Energy has evaluated the proposed changes and has determined that
they do not involve: (1) a significant hazards consideration, (2) a significant change in
the types or a significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that may be released
offsite, or (3) a significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation
exposures. Accordingly, the proposed amendment meets the eligibility criterion for
categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR
51.22(b), no environmental impact statement or environmental assessment needs to be
prepared in connection with the proposed amendment.

6. REFERENCES

1. Letter from Bruce H. Hamilton to NRC, License Amendment Request to
Support Plant Modifications to the Nuclear Instrumentation System, dated
July 1, 2009



2. Letter from Regis T. Repko to NRC, Response to Request for Additional
Information Regarding License Amendment Request to Support Plant
Modifications to the Nuclear Instrumentation System, dated May 20, 2010

3. Letter from Jon Thompson to Regis T. Repko, McGuire Nuclear Station,
Units 1 and 2, Issuance of Amendments Regarding Replacement of
Source Range and Intermediate Range Excore Detection Systems with
Equivalent Neutron Monitoring Systems Using Fission Chamber
Detectors, dated August 2, 2010

4. Letter from Jon Thompson to J. R. Morris, Catawba Nuclear Station, Units
1 and 2, Issuance of Amendments Regarding Replacement of Source
Range and Intermediate Range Excore Detection Systems with
Equivalent Neutron Monitoring Systems Using Fission Chamber
Detectors, dated August 2, 2010.
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.9 NOTES
Verification of setpoint is not required.

Perform TADOT. In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

SR 3.3.1.10 NOTES
This Surveillance shall include verification that the time
constants are adjusted to the prescribed values.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

SR 3.3.1.11 .NOTES
1. Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL

CALIBRATION.

2. Power Range Neutron Flux high voltage detector
saturation curve verification is not required to be
performed prior to entry into MODE 1 or 2.

3--=4#9~roediaieRa ge.Neutrn Flux (dotooto F-etea2I

p,,,r tla a. into Mo, s 1 ,., In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. Program

SR 3.3.1.12 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

(continued)

~-4~-f~ta~flflhIB (ftm -rI- V-flT~ ff!nt rrnh- ~ ~ ¶~ 'm~w u
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McGuire Units 1 and 2 3.3.1-12 Amendment Nos. 261/241



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 1 of 7)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

OTHER NOMtNAL
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE TRIP

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE SETPOINT

1 Manual Reactor Trip 1.2 2 B SR 3.3.1.14 NA NA

3 (a), 4 (a), 5 (a) .2 c SR 3.3.1.14 NA NA

2. Power Range Neutron
Flux

a High 1.2 4 D SR 3.3.1.1 < 110% RTP 109% RTP
SR 3.3.1.2
SR 3,3.1.7
SR 3.3.1.11
SR 3.3.1.16

b Low 1(b) 2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 _26% RTP 25% RTP
SR 3.3.1.8
SR 3.3.1.11
SR 3.3.1.16

3. Power Range Neutron
Flux Rate

High Positive Rate 1'.2 4 D SR 3.3.1.7 < 5.5% RTP 5% RTP
SR 3.3.1.11 with time with time

constant constant
_ 2 sec >_2sec

4. Intermediate Range 1(b) 2 (c) 2 F'G SR 3.3.1.1 _W-,.,. ! 25% RTP

Neutron Flux SR 3 .3 .1.8(JXk) < 38% RTP

SR 3 .3 .1.11 iXk)

2 (d) 2 H SR 3.3.1.1 --,-%,T- 25% RTP

SR 3 .3 .1,80Xk) < 38% RTP

SR 3. 3 .1.1 10)(k)
(continued)

detae&l 4h~~~ odeo are-being-K r ne, Aav&*4 twr.Thr ftf~sp(eaw abria

ja) With Reactor Trip Breakers (RTBs) closed and Rod Control System capable at rod withdrawal.
(b) Below the P-10 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlocks
(c) Above the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.
(d) Below the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks
(j) If the as-found channel setpolnt Is outside Its predefined as-found tolerance, then the channel shall be evaluated to verify that it is

functioning as required before retuming the channel to service.

(k) The instrument channel selpoint shall be reset to a value that Is within the as-left tolerance around the Nominal Trip Selpoint (NTSP)
at the completion of the surveillance: otherwise, the channel shall be declared inoperable. Setpoints more conservative than the
NTSP are acceptable provided that the as-found and as-left tolerances apply to the actual setpoint implemented in the Surveillance
procedures (field setting) to confirm channel performance. The methodologies used to determine the as-found and the as-left
tolerances are specified in the UFSAR

McGuire Units 1 and 2 3.3.1-14 Amendment Nos. 257/237



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 2 of 7)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

OTHER NOMINAL
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE TRIP

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE SETPOINT

5. Source Range 2 (d) 2.J SR 3.3. 1.1 "46-. cps.. 1.0 E5 cps
Neutron Flux SR 3.3.1 8(-)(k) < 1.44 E5 cps

SR 3 3 .1_1I(jXk)

3(a), 4(a), 5(a) 2 J.K SR 3.3.1 1 -:-.4.-E6p 1.0 E5 cps

SR 3 3.1.7(jXk) S 1.44 ES cps

SR 3 .3 .1 .11 (iXk)

3 (e). 4 (e) 5 (e) 1 L SR 3.3.1.1 NIA N/A
SR 3 3 1.11

6. Overtemperature AT 1.2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 Refer to Note 1 Refer to
SR 3 3.1.3 (Page Note 1 (Page
SR 3.3.1.6 3.3 1-18) 3,3.1-18)
SR 3.3.1,7
SR 3.3.1 12
SR 3.3.1,16
SR 3.3.1.17

7. Overpower AT 1.2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 Refer to Note 2 Refe: to
SR 3.3.1.3 (Page Note 2 (Page
SR 3.3 1.6 3.3.1-19) 3.3.1-19)
SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3,1.12
SR 3.3.1.16
SR 3.3.1.17

8. Pressurizer Pressure

a. Low 1(f) M4 SR 3.3.1.1 > 1935 pslg 1945 psig
SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3,1.10
SR 3.3.1.16

b. High 1.2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 < 2395 pslg 2385 psig
SR 3 3,1,7
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 3.3 1.16

(continued)

(a) With Reactor Trip Breakers (RTBs) dosed and Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal.
(d) Below the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks
(e) With the RTBs open. In this condition, source range Function does not provide reactor trip but does provide indication
(0 Above the P-7 (Low Power Reactor Trips Block) interlock.
(j) If the as-found channel selpolnt Is outside its predefined as-found tolerance. then the channel shall be evaluated to verify that it is

function~ng as required before returning the channel to service.

(k) The instrument channel selpoint shall be reset to a value that Is within the as-left to'erance around the Nominal Trip Setpoint (NTSP)
at the completion of the surveillance; otherwise, the channel shall be declared Inoperable. Setpoints more conservative than the NTSP
are acceptable provided that the as-found and as-left tolerances apply to the actual setpoint Implemented In the Surveillance
procedures (fieTd setting) to confirm channel performance The methodologies used to determine the as-found and the as-left
tolerances are specified In the UFSAR.

McGuire Units I and 2 3.3.1-15 Amendment Nos. 257/237



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 4 of 7)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

OTHER NOMINAL
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE TRIP

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE SETPOINT

16. Reactor Trip System
Interlocks

a. Intermediate 2 (d) 2 S SR 3.3.1.11 :_-.4E44-empi 464.4,ei;,P
Range Neutron SR 3.3.1.13 > 6.6E-6V/o RTP IE-5% RTP
Flux, P-6

b. Low Power 1 1 per train 1 SR 3.3.1.5 NA NA
Reactor Trips
Block, P-7

c. Power Range 1 4 T SR 3.3.1.11 S 49% RTP 48% RTP
Neutron Flux, SR 3.3.1.13
P-8

d. Power Range 1,2 4 S SR 3.3.1.11 >_ 7% RTP and 10% RTP
Neutron Flux, SR 3.3.1.13 < 11% RTP
P-10

e. Turbine Inlet 1 2 T SR 3.3.1.12 <11% turbine 10% turbine
Pressure, P-13 SR 3.3.1.13 Inlet pressure inlet pressure

equivalent equivalent

17. Reaclor Trip 1,2 2 trains R, V SR 3.3 1.4 NA NA
Breakers 3 (a), 4 (a), 5 (a) 2 trains C SR 3 3.1.4 NA NA

18. Reactor Trip Breaker 1.2 1 each per U SR 3.3.1.4 NA NA
Undervoltage and RTB
Shunt Trip
Mechanisms 3(P), 4 (a). 5 (a) 1 each per C SR 3.3.1.4 NA NA

RTB

19 Automatic Trip Logic 1,2 2 trains 0, V SR 3.3.1.5 NA NA

3 (a), 4 (a), 5 (a) 2 trains C SR 3.3.1.5 NA NA

44;±-- 444 AmUftue" ake45.4O 4E-n"p 4OANA64RIP S lTOT luyWG3VYD#*A'e

compensate449nGhamberItemleteRsn9efl~u~
~

Atftmrqý

~tectu~. Th~&C&4'9A~RTPA wab~e ~daiu$4ho46-5~P-NgMINA&-T~

(a) With RTBs dosed and Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal.
(d) Below the P-6 (Intemiediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.
(i) Including any reactor trip bypass breakers that are racked in and closed for bypassing on RTP.

McGuire Units 1 and 2 3.3.1-17 Amendment Nos. 2681248
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

In MODE 1 or 2, when there is a potential to add a large amount of
positive reactivity from a rod ejection accident (REA), the Power
Range Neutron Flux-High Positive Rate trip must be OPERABLE.
In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the Power Range Neutron Flux-High
Positive Rate trip Function does not have to be OPERABLE
because other RTS trip Functions and administrative controls will
provide protection against positive reactivity additions. In MODE 6,
no rods are withdrawn and the SDM is increased during refueling
operations. The reactor vessel head is also removed or the closure
bolts are detensioned preventing any pressure buildup. In addition,
the NIS power range detectors cannot detect neutron levels present
in this mode.

J A m I I* I L I •i JlAI I

The Westinghouse supplied Into~rmodiate Rango 9Xcoro dotoctor
Sy'Stom S (utilizing componsated ion chamber detoctors) arenon
replaced with Thermo Scfientific supplied 3001 neutrnflux
mGon~itrig systems (utilizing fission chamber detectors). Ti
. ectionof the Bases ,pe. t'o-he W''estingheuse supplied

intrumentation. The next section of the Basces applies to h
Thermo Scientific supplied isrmnain

Dm
Th Vno mealate Range NoutR Flux tip I-uncton ensues tIa b

V ^ ^ ^r% ý r^11u.~f~ ̂ ý~ n.. r% .a* .. n. i.. .n I% -- f Al

.ijth~~~tsgj ~rridAnt frnm n ~i'hcritic~I rnnditinn dirinn ntirttin Thi"

trip Fmunction provyides redundant protection to the PoIWer Range
,N•1.eutronR Flux LOW Setpoint trip Functiro. The NIS inteImSedate
range detectors are located exteralA to the reactor vessel and
measure neutron laIngfo the core. Note that this Function
also provides a signal to preVent Autom~tig and manualro
withdrawal prior to intaigareator trip. Limiting fu~theF Fed
.....pfkMrpnhI m," t, *•A".. . .,.•+,Ga,. m avv i," +' A alr.i.. a+ . . . R r t,-,,.

I IIV

tip the FeateF.~
il il lilVI li il li VIII I Ill lliV ll IV I lVVi iV

The LCO requires tWo channels of Inermediate Range Neutron
Flux to be OPERABLE. Two OPERABLE chaa.nnlels -are SUficAient to
ensre o Single& ran.dom failure Will dis...able this trip Funcn..

Bec9Gause this trip Function is impe~ant only duarig sta~tup, therei

is uIrV• Ied to be UV VLi-m BL•. I ne o G rv a t Vir l Ihann l Is
u~neeee~a~

McGuire Units 1 and 2 B 3.3.1-10 Revision No. 124



RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

In MODE I bolow the P 10 setpint, and in MODE 2, when there Or
a potential for an uncontrolled RCCA bank rod withdraval accident
during reactor startup, th9 Intermediate Range NeutFro Flux trip
.m.uPt bhe (OPERA.BLEr. AbonveA t~he P 10 6etpoint, the Power Range
Kin, .frrn Chjw Wa~,nk Oa~nrwdnf f*rir Rnd jhka DaAIar IZann^ Kliimn. ~
C!. U; ~ik Dnri4k- Oa f ri 4 r-; nr r~n.n ram

witdraal ccient InMOD 3-1, or 5, theInterme.diate Range
Neutron Flux trip does not have to be OPERA~BLE because other
RTS trip functions pre'.ide protection against positiVe roactiv.ityf
additions. The reactor cannot be started up in this coendiio. Týhe
coer-ealso has the required SDM to mitigate the consequences6 of a
pesItive reactivity addition accident. In MODE 6. all r-eds are fully
iacn.4ný

4
mA., fk^ anrMa hkac a MCL~fr .ar~nrQ.n,.~ ROM Alan ffin WIi

intermediate range detectors cannet detect neutron leVels present
;rA tem eDiAtE.Ra

49. Intermediate Range Neutron Flux (The,-,,,e SG•r~t;•*G ...... I;

v

The Westinghouse supplied Intermediate Rarng enoxcre detecato
systems (utilizi gompensated ioan chamber detectoRs) are bero
replaced with T-he~rmo Scetii upplied 300i neutFronfu
monitorwin sstems (utilizing fitsion chamber detegtrts). This
senction of the Bases applies to the Theprotec Scientific suPeda
iNstrumentatiLonThe preious seFnction of the Bases applies to the
Westinghouse supplied intenaton.

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip Function ensures that
protection is provided against an uncontrolled RCCA bank rod
withdrawal accident from a subcritical condition during startup. This
trip Function provides redundant protection to the Power Range
Neutron Flux-Low Setpoint trip Function. The NIS intermediate
range detectors are located external to the reactor vessel and
measure neutrons leaking from the core. Note that this Function
also provides a signal to prevent automatic and manual rod
withdrawal prior to initiating a reactor trip. Limiting further rod
withdrawal may terminate the transient and eliminate the need to
trip the reactor.

The LCO requires two channels of Intermediate Range Neutron
Flux to be OPERABLE. Two OPERABLE channels are sufficient to
ensure no single random failure will disable this trip Function.

Because this trip Function is important only during startup, there is
generally no need to disable channels for testing while the Function
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is required to be OPERABLE. Therefore, a third channel is
unnecessary.

In MODE 1 below the P-10 setpoint, and in MODE 2, when there is
a potential for an uncontrolled RCCA bank rod withdrawal accident
during reactor startup, the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip
must be OPERABLE. Above the P-10 setpoint, the Power Range
Neutron Flux-High Setpoint trip and the Power Range Neutron
Flux-High Positive Rate trip provide core protection for a rod
withdrawal accident. In MODE 3, 4, or 5, the Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux trip does not have to be OPERABLE because other
RTS trip functions provide protection against positive reactivity
additions. The reactor cannot be started up in this condition. The
core also has the required SDM to mitigate the consequences of a
positive reactivity addition accident. In MODE 6, all rods are fully
inserted and the core has a required increased SDM.

5A S9n,~ .Ra 'rnge kN. ,trn Fl.uxs (Westinnk, enp pni

The Westinghouse supplied Source Range oxcore deteco
SystemIs (•tiliziIng bnoro~n trflmouridV detectors) are being repIVaed
I.with TheM, Scientific. supplied 300'; neutrn flux monitoring

sytm (utilizing fission cham~ber dletectors). This secstion of the
Bses applies to the WAestinghouse-supplied instrumentation. The

next section Of the Bases applies to the Therm Scientific supplied
ins.trum_1Fentation.

T-he LGO reqIuirement fo-r the_ Source Range Neutron Flux trip
Fuinction Aens;WSur es that Iprotection is pFro':ded agafinst an
UHbVdHtr411ttJ 0"

i

condition durina statun. I Tlis tFn •l-unction pmvlaeos reaunaant
C,

Iner~mediate Range Neutron Flux trip Funct.ios. InA MhODES6- 3, 4,
and 5, adminstrative controls also pre3Vent the uncontrlled

witdraalof ro-ds. The NIS source range detectoFrsare located
external to the reactor VeGsel and measure neutOron leaking from
t-he c-ore. The_ NIS source range detectors do not proevide any
inAputs to cntrol systemsG. The source range trip is the only RTS
automatic protection functio required in MODES 3, 4, and 5 with
the CRD) Systemn capable of ro-d withdr-awal. TherefoeF, the
fu_ RGnctioal capability at the specified Trip Setpoint is assumed to be
availnbký
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Tho LC• requiros tw;oc•, hann.... ls .. of ou-•. rc Range en.,-,- Flux to
be OP•EV A IL E T4o O ()PERABLEm channels are SUfficient to oneuro
no singlez ran~dom- failu-re- v.'il disr-able this trip Function. The LCO
al6o requires one channel Of tho e Sorcne Range Neultero Flux to Wbo
OP1.ERARLE in MODE 3, 4, OF 5;With RT+h s- open. In this •ase, the
sourco range Function is to provide control room indication. The
outputV o.f the FunciV n t PRTS lo• Ic are not required OP.R•VBL,
When the RTBs are open.

The Source Range notro. Flux Function pro.ides protection for
contro~l r9d- moithdr-Raw*al frmM6 subcritical, boron dilution, and control
rodeject;on e.e nts. The Function also provides visual n.eutron flux
indication in the control roomA.

In MODE 2 vWhen below the P 6setpoint during a reactor sta~tup,
the Source Rangeh . Neu+tron, Flux trip m.ust be OPERABLE. Above
the P 6 sponteIntermediate Range NeutronP Flx trip and the
Power Range Neutron; Flux- Low Setpoint trip will provide core
protect•in fo• r ..i- acdents.' Above.p'.. the P 6 setpoit, the NIS
seurcerage dtetor a:reA do eneregized anioprbe

in MODE 3, 4, Or 5 With the reactor shu t dow n, the Sour% Range
Neutron Flux trip Fuctin must alsob th

------- QI bVe OPQ•VA•I-ms Ifv the GRI

System is capable o-f rod withdrFawal, the Source Range Neutron;
Flux trip m.ust be OPERABLE to pro.ide ;.re protection against a
rod- withd-ramwmaml ac•cideRnt. If the-, unit i6 to be iN MOA¢-DEr" 3- ;1with the
RT Vs closed for -> 4 hos the SurVeillane requiremelnt SIR 3.3.1.7l
must be completed within I hours after entry Iino MODE 3. The

-ur. eillance shalncld veiiainof the; high flux at chutdo'.w'
alarm 6etpeint of less than Or equal to five times background of the
average- CPS Neu--t-ron Level Reading (the average CPS Reading i
the most coensistent value between; highest and lowe~t CPS
NeutFroLo.o Re-ading).

if the GRID System is not cap-ablec of rn-d- withdrawal, the source
range d-etecnto-r-s are noet required to trip the reactor. However, their
montrn Functin musrt be OPE=R ABLEn to monitor core neut-w-rAon
levels and .prvd indication Of reactiVity changes that may occur
as a result of events like a- boron dilution.

The nequtroDn detector's high flux at shutdown alarmn setpeint of less
t-han or equal to five times background, in Mode 3, 4, or 5, shall be
verifie. Once the High Flux at Shuto'v M AlRArm sotpeint are Get
at five times background above steady state neutOro count rate the
ro- veRifction~re-adjustment of the high flux at shutdown is nt

reurd- The- nur69--on count rate will decrease as.Modechanges
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

are made fromn 2 Wo 4 to 5 a6 the SystemR temperature decreares.
Any subsoguont changes On the count rate are an indication of
gamma flux (due to mVomenBt Of irradiated particles in the system)
Which may , au{eo the source rango • eSponse to vary. Upnr
ncreaso in the aneutron cout rate duo to activitiesh that add p"sit•e.
reactivity to the core, the pfroencGe of gamma.; flu ill' cA ease to be a.
fac-tor in detector count rate.

A CH4A.NNEL CHECGK pFov.idos a op Rio of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a siia iaaeter on othe chnels.
This- is- basged- on thea*s~sumnp~tion that t~he two~ ind'Gating channels
Pshoeuldd be consistent. Significant differences betw..een the idctn
source range channels- canRocu due to coe geometry, decesn
neutro count rate as temperaturee is d-en-measing in the system, the
loc~ation of the SourceAseble (distance fro9m. the Soeurce
Detectors), and larg amou-nts of gamma. Each channel should be9
consistent with its, locl cndi5tion_.

The requiremnents for the NIS SOurc range detectors in MODE 6
are addTressrd in L•CQ 3.,.3, "Nuc-lear Instr-We•RtatioR."

Source Rangie Neutron Flux (TheFrmo Scientifi SUPPlie-d

The Westinghouse supplied SouFrc Range oxre detect
systems (utilizing boron triflourido detectors) are being replaced
with The~me Scientific supplied 200i neutron flux monitoring

6ytm (utilizing fissionA c~hamber detectors) This setin of the
Bses applies to the Thermo- ScGientific supple intuentation.

The previous secton Of the_ Base apIe to. the Westinghouse

5B.

The LCO requirement for the Source Range Neutron Flux trip
Function ensures that protection is provided against an
uncontrolled RCCA bank rod withdrawal accident from a subcritical
condition during startup. This trip Function provides redundant
protection to the Power Range Neutron Flux-Low Setpoint and
Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip Functions. In MODES 3, 4,
and 5, administrative controls also prevent the uncontrolled
withdrawal of rods. The NIS source range detectors are located
external to the reactor vessel and measure neutrons leaking from
the core. The NIS source range detectors do not provide any
inputs to control systems. The source range trip is the only RTS
automatic protection function required in MODES 3, 4, and 5 with
the CRD System capable of rod withdrawal. Therefore, the
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

functional capability at the specified Trip Setpoint is assumed to be
available.

The LCO requires two channels of Source Range Neutron Flux to
be OPERABLE. Two OPERABLE channels are sufficient to ensure
no single random failure will disable this trip Function. The LCO
also requires one channel of the Source Range Neutron Flux to be
OPERABLE in MODE 3, 4, or 5 with RTBs open. In this case, the
source range Function is to provide control room indication. The
outputs of the Function to RTS logic are not required OPERABLE
when the RTBs are open.

The Source Range Neutron Flux Function provides protection for
control rod withdrawal from subcritical, boron dilution, and control
rod ejection events. The Function also provides visual neutron flux
indication in the control room.

In MODE 2 when below the P-6 setpoint during a reactor startup,
the Source Range Neutron Flux trip must be OPERABLE. Above
the P-6 setpoint, the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip and the
Power Range Neutron Flux-Low Setpoint trip will provide core
protection for reactivity accidents. Above the P-6 setpoint, the
Source Range Neutron Flux trip is blocked.

In MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the reactor shut down, the Source Range
Neutron Flux trip Function must also be OPERABLE. If the CRD
System is capable of rod withdrawal, the Source Range Neutron
Flux trip must be OPERABLE to provide core protection against a
rod withdrawal accident. If the unit is to be in MODE 3 with the
RTBs closed for > 4 hours the Surveillance requirement SR 3.3.1.7
must be completed within 4 hours after entry into MODE 3.

If the CRD System is not capable of rod withdrawal, the source
range detectors are not required to trip the reactor. However, their
monitoring Function must be OPERABLE to monitor core neutron
levels and provide indication of reactivity changes that may occur
as a result of events like a boron dilution.

A CHANNEL CHECK provides a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other channels.
This is based on the assumption that the two indicating channels
should be consistent. Significant differences between the indicating
source range channels can occur due to core geometry, decreasing
neutron count rate as temperature is decreasing in the system, the
location of the Source Assemblies (distance from the Source
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

Detectors), and large amounts of gamma. Each channel should be
consistent with its local condition.

The requirements for the NIS source range detectors in MODE 6
are addressed in LCO 3.9.3, "Nuclear Instrumentation."

6. Overtemperature AT

The Overtemperature AT trip Function is provided to ensure that
the design limit DNBR is met. This trip Function also limits the
range over which the Overpower AT trip Function must provide
protection. The inputs to the Overtemperature AT trip include
pressurizer pressure, coolant temperature, axial power distribution,
and reactor power as indicated by loop AT assuming full reactor
coolant flow. Protection from violating the DNBR limit is assured for
those transients that are slow with respect to delays from the core
to the measurement system. The Function monitors both variation
in power and flow since a decrease in flow has the same effect on
AT as a power increase. The Overtemperature AT trip Function
uses each loop's AT as a measure of reactor power and is
compared with a setpoint that is automatically varied with the
following parameters:

* reactor coolant average temperature-the Trip Setpoint is
varied to correct for changes in coolant density and specific
heat capacity with changes in coolant temperature;

* pressurizer pressure-the Trip Setpoint is varied to correct
for changes in system pressure; and

" axial power distribution-f(AI), the Trip Setpoint is varied to
account for imbalances in the axial power distribution as
detected by the NIS upper and lower power range detectors.
If axial peaks are greater than the design limit, as indicated
by the difference between the upper and lower NIS power
range detectors, the Trip Setpoint is reduced in accordance
with Note 1 of Table 3.3.1-1.

Dynamic compensation is included for system piping delays from
the core to the temperature measurement system.

The Overtemperature AT trip Function is calculated for each loop
as described in Note 1 of Table 3.3.1-1. Trip occurs if
Overtemperature AT is indicated in two loops. The pressure and
temperature signals are used for other control functions, therefore,
the actuation logic must be able to withstand an input failure to the
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A reactor trip is initiated every time an SI signal is present.
Therefore, this trip Function must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2,
when the reactor is critical, and must be shut down in the event of
an accident. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the reactor is not critical, and
this trip Function does not need to be OPERABLE.

16. Reactor Trip System Interlocks

Reactor protection interlocks are provided to ensure reactor trips
are in the correct configuration for the current unit status. They
back up operator actions to ensure protection system Functions are
not bypassed during unit conditions under which the safety analysis
assumes the Functions are not bypassed. Therefore, the interlock
Functions do not need to be OPERABLE when the associated
reactor trip functions are outside the applicable MODES. These
are:

a k~temprflntp Rapnnp kNu~e F~pr lux. P 6 tWAsinql;Gusea

spp nrliedlpr n~n..in

1no vvosxingnouse suppiloa inwomoalato Kange excoro
detector 6ystem6 (utilizing compensated iOn cham r
dotectors) aro being replaced with Therve Scientific supplied
30vi nUtR flu x monitori systems (utilizing fim6sio

chm erdtoctors). This ocinof the Bases applies to the
WestinghoUso supplied intuotto.The noxt section of

R.str-,mo-Wn n t.aRtion,.

The Intermodiate Range INouIrom I•nVll, P 6 interlock is
actuated when any NIS nemediate range channol goos
aPProximately one dec.de -bv ..he minmu cane

ii It I -- 11- _i _1_ _1__ -- I_ _1 .... i_ _1 .... • !__ l ,ILL_

reaping. if Aoe... .ano ... .... erop below the setp.int, Me
DeVrmi lsiV illi ;Autmicall. be defeated. The LI O

li I In r Im •

Fequirement ;OF tne ' 6 InterlocK ensures t•. the Tol9wing
Functioans are oarkar-meAd:-

II
- -en inrasinG power the P 6 InterlocK allowse
MA•I

reactor trip. This preVents a premature block of th
Seurce range trip and allows, the operator to ensure that
the ;itermed*ate range is OPERA.BLE pri;r to leav.ing
the sourc rae When the source range trip is.11 IV e -li e IIIV gI e .i- .i I. - I l l v V IV ll

V I

DOlOKOO, the high veltage to the aee.emo, is v ice
Femeyed;a
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Son decre the P-6nto~cutomaticllI
LL- l. ie,

UriUwi~Ut; mu rii~ ~uurcu wnuu uuwcwrt .iriu Uii~2UIUL,
§9e~ NI oucange Pi'eum-r-n i--ux reactor Vlrip.

The LCGO requires tANo channels- of Intermediate Range
Neuro Flu ' X, R 6 mnterlock to bhe 01PERA9BLE in MODE 2
when below the P-69 interlock setpoint.

.Ab-hoye tlheA P 6 il ontA-rIterloc sotpoint, the NIS Source Range
Nieutivron FIuX reacGto trip will be blocked, and this Functi•on

oill noRe longer be; nIOlssaI V

In MODE 3, 4, 5, Or 6, the P-6 interlock doer, Rot have' to be
OaPERArmeiE becRause the NIS Source Range i. providing

a2. Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P-6 (ThermeG Scientiffic
suppnnlnAi ed r f~r~lp;

The Westinghouse supplied Interm~ediate Range excoree
detector systems (utilizing compensated ion chame
detectors) are being9 replaced with Thermo Scien-tifc supplied
300i neutOro flX mRoniorin systems (utilizing fission
chamlbher deAtectors). This secton of the Bases applies to the
T-hermo1 Scientific supplied ins6trumentation. The peiu
secAtion of the Bases applies to the etngossupplied
instrumentation.

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P-6 interlock is
actuated when any NIS intermediate range channel goes
approximately three decades above the minimum channel
reading. If both channels drop below the setpoint, the
permissive will automatically be defeated. The LCO
requirement for the P-6 interlock ensures that the following
Functions are performed:
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SR 3.3.1.9

SR 3.3.1.9 is the performance of a TADOT. The Surveillance Frequency
is based on operating experience, equipment reliability, and plant risk and
is controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control Program.

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of setpoints from
the TADOT. Since this SR applies to RCP undervoltage and
underfrequency relays, setpoint verification is accomplished during the
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

SR 3.3.1.10

The CHANNEL CALIBRATION may be performed at power or during
refueling based on testing capability. Channel unavailability evaluations
in References 10 and 11 have conservatively assumed that the
CHANNEL CALIBRAITON is performed at power with the channel in
bypass.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop,
including the sensor. The test verifies that the channel responds to a
measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the setpoint methodology.

The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience,
equipment reliability, and plant risk and is controlled under the
Surveillance Frequency Control Program.

SR 3.3.1.10 is modified by a Note stating that this test shall include
verification that the time constants are adjusted to the prescribed values
where applicable. The applicable time constants are shown in Table
3.3.1-1.

SR 3.3.1.11

SR 3.3.1.11 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION, as
described in SR 3.3.1.10. Two notes modify this SR. Note 1 states that
neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The
CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the power range neutron detectors consists
of a normalization of the detectors based on a power calorimetric and flux
map performed above 15% RTP. The-high
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voltage dotector saturation curvo wvaluated and compared to the
manufacture's data. The Westinghouse supplied beoro WWIford (B. 3
ou'-rce range neutro detectors and ommensated ion chamber

intermfediate range neuto detec~tors are being replacedi vith Thwerm
Scenifc uplidfi6sion chamber GGou-rce anRd int-AMermediate range

neutron detect•or. The CHANNEII CI IBRATIONI for the RCIV se
range neutron dotectrs A•cOngsrlt of tivo methods. Method 11 oniof

obtaining the di6crimninator curves for course range, ealuating those

(adjustments to tho d-iscn-;riminator voltage are performed as required).
MeAtho-d 2 -Rn•sst6sef perFori•nRg wavefo.rm a.aly6iS. T"his4 anRaYsis

Ne utronG4Vam-ma• p-u ses- eing-geneated by the SR detecto•r. The high
voltage is adjusted to optimize the amplitud of the pulses whl
maintaining as low as, possible high voltage value in order to prolong the
detector life. The discriminator voltage is then adjusted, as required, to
reasonably ensur'e that the neutron pulses are being counted by the
course range instrumentation and the unwanted gamma pulses are net
being co-Rnt-d as; neuWtron pulses.

The CHANEL CAI BRRATION for the cOMpensated iRn harnher
intermedimate range neutronR de:tecr-to-rs- cosstf the high voltage detector
plateau for inemdit ange, evaluating those curVes, and comparing
the curv-es to the manufancturer's data. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION for
the fission chamber source and intermediate range neutron detectors
consists of verifying that the channels respond correctly to test inputs with
the necessary range and accuracy.

Note 2 states that this Surveillance is not required for the NIS power
range detectors for entry into MODE 2 or 1. Note 3 applies to the
compensate-d- io-nchambeAr intermediate r-6nge n9eurn detector-s, and
s-tates- that this ureilac is net required to be p~erFormed for entry into
MA0DE 2 o.r . Notes-, -2 and 3 ae required beau6se the unRit must he n at
least OADE 2 to PerGFo the tert for the cOMpensated i'n c-h.,ýamber
interme-d-iate range detector-s and MO0-DE I for the power range detectoFrs.
Note 2 is required because the unit must be in MODE 1 to perform the
test for the power range detectors. The Surveillance Frequency is based
on operating experience, equipment reliability, and plant risk and is
controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control Program.

For Functions for which TSTF-493, "Clarify Application of Setpoint
Methodology for LSSS Functions" (Reference 12) has been implemented,
this SR is modified by two Notes as identified in Table 3.3.1-1. The first
Note requires evaluation of channel performance for the condition where
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the as-found setting for the channel setpoint is outside its as-found
tolerance but conservative with respect to the Allowable Value.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

Evaluation of channel performance will verify that the channel will
continue to behave in accordance with safety analysis assumptions and
the channel performance assumptions in the setpoint methodology. The
purpose of the assessment is to ensure confidence in the channel
performance prior to returning the channel to service. The performance
of these channels will be evaluated under the station's Corrective Action
Program. Entry into the Corrective Action Program will ensure required
review and documentation of the condition for continued OPERABILITY.
The second Note requires that the as-left setting for the channel be
returned to within the as-left tolerance of the Nominal Trip Setpoint
(NTSP). Where a setpoint more conservative than the NTSP is used in
the plant surveillance procedures (field setting), the as-left and as-found
tolerances, as applicable, will be applied to the surveillance procedure
setpoint. This will ensure that sufficient margin to the Safety Limit and/or
Analytical Limit is maintained. If the as-left channel setting cannot be
returned to a setting within the as-left tolerance of the NTSP, then the
channel shall be declared inoperable. The second Note also requires that
the methodologies for calculating the as-left and the as-found tolerances
be in the UFSAR. The NOMINAL TRIP SETPOINT definition includes a
provision that would allow the as-left setting for the channel to be outside
the tolerance band, provided the setting is conservative with respect to
the NTSP. This provision is not applicable to Functions for which the
second NOTE applies.

SR 3.3.1.12

SR 3.3.1.12 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION, as
described in SR 3.3.1.10. Calibration of the AT channels is required at
the beginning of each cycle upon completion of the precision heat
balance. RCS loop AT values shall be determined by precision heat
balance measurements at the beginning of each cycle.

The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience, equipment
reliability, and plant risk and is controlled under the Surveillance
Frequency Control Program.

SR 3.3.1.13

SR 3.3.1.13 is the performance of a COT of RTS interlocks.

The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience, equipment
reliability, and plant risk and is controlled under the Surveillance
Frequency Control Program.
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B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.3 Nuclear Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The source range neutron flux monitors are used during refueling
operations to monitor the core reactivity condition. The installed source
range neutron flux monitors are part of the Nuclear Instrumentation
System (NIS) while the Wide Range Neutron Flux Monitoring System
(Gamma-Metrics) are not. Source range indication is provided via the
NIS source range channels and the Gamma-Metrics shutdown monitors
using detectors located external to the reactor vessel. These detectors
monitor neutrons leaking from the core. Neutron flux indication for these
monitors are provided in counts per second.

The W^,,Iestighouse supplied boron. trif-uride (BF3 ) detectors used for the
NIS SGour. Range Channels are bei.ng repla•d -,Zith Trher.,Mo Sc;ien•fic'
supplied fisvin chamber detectOrs. The Westinghouse NIS Source

Range Channels -.. iutilizing BF detector have a range of 1 to I F=6 cps.
The replacement Thermo Scientific The NIS Source Range Channels
utilizing fission chamber detectr•s have a range of 0.1 to 1 E6 cps. The
Wide Range (Gamma-Metrics) channels are fission chambers with a
range of 0.1 to 1E5 cps (in the startup range). The NIS source range

channels and the Gamma-Metrics shutdown monitors provide continuous
visible count rate indication in the control room and a high flux control
room alarm to alert operators to any unexpected positive reactivity
additions. Since TS 3.9.2 requires isolation of unborated water sources,
the shutdown monitors (Gamma-Metrics) audible alarm, NIS source
range audible indication and audible alarm are not required for
OPERABILITY in Mode 6.

The NIS source range detectors and the Gamma-Metrics are designed in
accordance with the criteria presented in Reference 1.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Two OPERABLE source range neutron flux monitors (any combination of
the two NIS source range monitors and the two Gamma-Metrics wide
range monitors) are required to provide an indication to alert the operator
to unexpected changes in core reactivity such as with a boron dilution
accident (Ref. 2) or an improperly loaded fuel assembly.

The source range neutron flux monitors satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR
50.36 (Ref. 3).
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.1.9 ----------- NOTE
Verification of setpoint is not required.

Perform TADOT. In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

SR 3.3.1.10 ...-.-.-.--------- NOTE-
This Surveillance shall include verification that the time
constants are adjusted to the prescribed values.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

SR 3.3.1.11 - ---- , --------------NOTE.. .--.-. ---.-----
1. Neutron detectors are excluded from CHANNEL

CALIBRATION.

2. Power Range Neutron Flux high voltage detector
saturation curve verification is not required to be
performed prior to entry into MODE 1 or 2.

Intcmecfiate Range Neutfop Flux deterctor
p~ao~ 'o#age v.ocificationa-Is noRokqutre4-4be

pweiemed pri~rter4y n4t-Io MORE-4-er-2-4

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

(continued)

I TTU !t puWt o zin'Scpna~pzc ~f fo~Di~ to~e Th~e~iedAon4~amb&
vAMute4weteea's se .I~4U Ihrn ScoCle.-I41r d C

dele~eo;afa ..b~ A9i~ec~ . Mez vNatoAr -A-t ritgpye~se-hen1 r ý ý
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 2 of 8)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

OTHER NOMINAL
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE TRIP

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE SETPOINT

4. Intermediate Range 1(b), 2 (c) 2 FG SR 3.3.1.1 •3-RTR' 25% RTP
Neutron Flux SR 3.3.1.8"r) _38% RTP

SR 3.3.1.1 1"T)

2 (d) 2 H SR 3.3.1.1 , RTP' 25% RTP
SR 3 .3.1.8"r' <_ 38% RTP
SR 3 .3 .1.11i")

5. Source Range 2(d) 2 I,J SR 3.3.1.1 4-4 Eb 1.0 E5 cps
Neutron Flux SR 3 .3.1.8ýiXf) ew

SR 3.3. 1.11m' < 1.44 ES cps

3 (a). 4 (a), 5 (a) 2 J,K SR 3.3.1.1 .. 4-E5 1.0 E5 cps
SR 3.3.1.70m) G,
SR 3 .3.1. 1 1(Xrn < 1.44 E5 cps

6. Overtemperalure AT 1,2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 Refer to Refer to
SR 3.3.1.3 Note 1 (Page Note 1
SR 3.3.1.6 3.3.1-19) (Page
SR 3.3.1.7 3.3.1-19)
SR 3,3.1.10
SR 3.3.1.16
SR 3.3.1.17

(continued)

LTv•-_34R.ARowae ltu -Vaueap ice~oh.es-oh Wetmgho u se-uuppted•eompnnsated-anch-br, ntem ae•nge i •• ror •teo

Ttwc; E3bW% er-P- AfwletVarnuappties-rhe-reps-•rnePAt-Gmber~ntemtndiate-Ra9p n

-The EM 4.

"" Th e ."E .. ar94edngep•ombe-Vale-ao !fe.. d fir .'sc .Itc .-.i-" ,•AFron- Tho-RtA444.Es-AI.twabte
Value-apphes-t~ie (;•e',menisct-,•• amber--6ouraeRangemiutron-deteo-tors,

(a) With Reactor Trip Breakers (RTBs) closed and Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal.

(b) Below the P-10 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.

(c) Above the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.

(d) Below the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.

(I) If the as-found channel setpoint is outside Its predefined as-found tolerance, then the channel shall be evaluated to verify that It is
functioning as required before returning the channel to service.

(m) The instrument channel selpoint shall be reset to a value that Is withIn the as-eft tolerance around the NOMINAL TRIP SETPOINT
(NTSP) at the completion of the surveillance; otherwise, the channel shall be declared inoperable. Setpolnts more conservative than the
NTSP are acceptable provided that the as-found and as-left tolerances apply to the actual setpoint Implemented in the Surveillance
procedures (field setting) to confirm channel performance. The methodologies used to determine the as-found and the as-left tolerances
are specified In the UFSAR.
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RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 5 of 8)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

OTHER NOMINAL
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE TRIP

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE SETPOINT

16. Reactor Trip System
Interlocks

a. Intermediate
Range Neutron
Flux. P-6

b Low Power
Reactor Trips
Block. P-7

C Power Range
Neutron Flux.
P-8

d. Power Range
Neutron Flux,
P-9

e, Power Range
Neutron Flux,
P-I0

t Turbine
Impulse
Pressure, P-13

2 (d)

1

1

1,2

2

1 per train

4

4

4

R SR 3.3.1.11
SR 3.3.1.13

S SR 3.3.1.5

S SR 3.3.1.11
SR 3 3.1.13

S SR 3.3.1.11
SR 3.3.1.13

R SR 3.3.1.11
SR 3.3 1 13

S SR 3.3.1.12
SR 3.3.1.13

> 6.6E-6%
RTP
NA

amp=
IE-5% RTP

NA

- 50.2% RTP 48% RTP

< 70% RTP 69% RTP

1 2

7.8% RTP
and S 12.2%

RTP

12.2% RTP
turbine

impulse
pressure
equivalent

10% RTP
turbine
Impulse
pressure

equivalent

10% RTP

17 Reactor Trip

Breakers(k)
1,2

3 (a), 4 (a) 5 (a)

2 trains

2 trains

QU

C

SR 3.3.1.4

SR 3.3.1,4

18. Reactor Trip Breaker
Undervoltage and
Shunt Trip
Mechanisms

19. Automatic Trip Logic

1,2 1 each per
RTB

3 (a), 4 (a). 5 (a) 1 each per
RTB

1,2 2 trains

3 (a) 4 (a). 5 (a) 2 trains

T SR 3.3.1.4

C SR 3.3.1.4

P,U SR 3.3.1.5

C SR 3.3.1.5

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

(continued)

Thot6EAItmp.Agombe~ke.V anud4ha *rE-40a2pN'JMIML T~tR-SlP4ET WT-Yl~ahi -pl t -t'ieWo6s&up ed
emPensaed~oeiambW 4.teAei - eetr.:zm.Thpneeember oeebigrpa
Wtih-_ r .,eutjron eteo*,I T*"k"-,%-RTP Altevpble-Va he5and-he-RP-.OMINA3z

(a) With RTBs closed and Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal

(d) Below the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks

(k) Including any reactor trip bypass breakers that are racked in and closed for bypassing an RTB.
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

Range Neutron Flux-Low Setpoint trip Function. The NIS
intermediate range detectors are located external to the reactor
vessel and measure neutrons leaking from the core. Note that this
Function also provides a signal to prevent automatic and manual
rod withdrawal prior to initiating a reactor tdp. Limiting further rod
withdrawal may terminate the transient and eliminate the need to
trip the reactor.

The LCO requires two channels of Intermediate Range Neutron
Flux to be OPERABLE. Two OPERABLE channels are sufficient to
ensure no single random failure will disable this trip Function.

Because this trip Function is important only during startup, there is
generally no need to disable channels for testing while the Function
is required to be OPERABLE. Therefore, a third channel is
unnecessary.

In MODE 1 below the P-10 setpoint, and in MODE 2, when there is
a potential for an uncontrolled RCCA bank rod withdrawal accident
during reactor startup, the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip
must be OPERABLE. Above the P-10 setpoint, the Power Range
Neutron Flux-High Setpoint trip and the Power Range Neutron
Flux-High Positive Rate trip provide core protection for a rod
withdrawal accident. In MODE 3, 4, or 5, the Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux trip does not have to be OPERABLE because other
RTS trip functions provide protection against positive reactivity
additions. The reactor cannot be started up in this condition. The
core also has the required SDM to mitigate the consequences of a
positive reactivity addition accident. In MODE 6, all rods are fully
inserted and the core has a required increased SDM. Also,-theNIS
dt .ete ot§ etrert-
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

5. Source Range Neutron Flux

The LCO requirement for the Source Range Neutron Flux trip
Function ensures that protection is provided against an
uncontrolled RCCA bank rod withdrawal accident from a subcritical
condition during startup.

This trip Function provides redundant protection to the Power
Range Neutron Flux-Low Setpoint and Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux trip Functions. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, administrative
controls also prevent the uncontrolled withdrawal of rods. The NIS
source range detectors are located external to the reactor vessel
and measure neutrons leaking from the core. The NIS source
range detectors do not provide any inputs to control systems. The
source range trip is the only RTS automatic protection function
required in MODES 3, 4, and 5. Therefore, the functional capability
at the specified Trip Setpoint is assumed to be available.

The LCO requires two channels of Source Range Neutron Flux to
be OPERABLE. Two OPERABLE channels are sufficient to ensure
no single random failure will disable this trip Function.

The Source Range Neutron Flux Function provides protection for
control rod withdrawal from subcritical and control rod ejection
events. The Function also provides visual neutron flux indication in
the control room.

In MODE 2 when below the P-6 setpoint during a reactor startup,
the Source Range Neutron Flux trip must be OPERABLE. Above
the P-6 setpoint, the Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip and the
Power Range Neutron Flux-Low Setpoint trip will provide core
protection for reactivity accidents. Above•h• P-6 setpe,-t, !he NIS
aourco mgo doetsotamr -J-e~e9iz~da-d
(Wo^•ctih•o40u supplied only).. Above the P-6 setpoint, the Source
Range Neutron Flux trip is blocked heW

In MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the reactor shut down, the Source Range
Neutron Flux trip Function must also be OPERABLE. If the CRD
System is capable of rod withdrawal, the Source Range Neutron
Flux trip must be OPERABLE to provide core protection against a
rod withdrawal accident. If the CRD System is not capable of rod
withdrawal, the source range detectors are not required to trip the
reactor.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.3.1-12 Revision No. 7



RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

However, other transients and accidents take credit or varying
levels of ESF performance and rely upon rod insertion, except for
the most reactive rod that is assumed to be fully withdrawn, to
ensure reactor shutdown. Therefore, a reactor trip is initiated every
time an Sl signal is present.

Trip Setpoint and Allowable Values are not applicable to this
Function. The Sl Input is provided by a manual switch or by the
automatic actuation logic. Therefore, there is no measurement
signal with which to associate an LSSS.

The LCO requires two trains of SI Input from ESFAS to be
OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2.

A reactor trip is initiated every time an SI signal is present.
Therefore, this trip Function must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 or 2,
when the reactor is critical, and must be shut down in the event of
an accident. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the reactor is not critical, and
this trip Function does not need to be OPERABLE.

16. Reactor Trip System Interlocks

Reactor protection interlocks are provided to ensure reactor trips
are in the correct configuration for the current unit status. They
back up operator actions to ensure protection system Functions
are not bypassed during unit conditions under which the safety
analysis assumes the Functions are not bypassed. Therefore, the
interlock Functions do not need to be OPERABLE when the
associated reactor trip functions are outside the applicable
MODES. These are:

a. Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P-6

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P-6 interlock is
actuated when any NIS intermediate range channel goes
approximately one de"ad" PA-'"v•"- se--,,, ph-dely' e
three decades fThewr, Sc•lotific,-uppWlied ey) above the
minimum channel reading. If both channels drop below the
setpoint, the permissive will automatically be defeated. The
LCO requirement for the P-6 interlock ensures that the
following Functions are performed:
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

on increasing power, the P-6 interlock allows the
manual block of the NIS Source Range, Neutron Flux
reactor trip. This prevents a premature block of the
source range trip and allows the operator to ensure
that the intermediate range is OPERABLE prior to
leaving the source range- When the SourcF rFage
trip iS Iblocked, the high voltage to the detectors is
al60 removed (Westinghouse supplied only); and

on decreasing power, the P-6 interlock automatically
energiz es the NIS source range dotcctOrS
(WestiI^§,...use-suppied eny)-a , enables the NIS
Source Range Neutron Flux reactor trip.

The LCO requires two channels of Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux, P-6 interlock to be OPERABLE in MODE 2
when below the P-6 interlock setpoint.

Above the P-6 interlock setpoint, the NIS Source Range
Neutron Flux reactor trip will be blocked, and this Function
will no longer be necessary.

In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, the P-6 interlock does not have to be
OPERABLE because the NIS Source Range is providing
core protection.

b. Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P-7

The Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P-7 interlock is
actuated by input from either the Power Range Neutron Flux,
P-10, or the Turbine Impulse Pressure, P-13 interlock. The
LCO requirement for the P-7 interlock ensures that the
following Functions are performed:

(1) on increasing power, the P-7 interlock automatically

enables reactor trips on the following Functions:

* Pressurizer Pressure-Low;

. Pressurizer Water Level-High;
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

The LCO requires four channels of Power Range
Neutron Flux, P-9 interlock to be OPERABLE in MODE 1.

In MODE 1, a turbine trip could cause a load rejection
beyond the capacity of the Steam Dump System, so the
Power Range Neutron Flux interlock must be OPERABLE.
In MODE 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, this Function does not have to be
OPERABLE because the reactor is not at a power level
sufficient to have a load rejection beyond the capacity of the
Steam Dump System.

e. Power Range Neutron Flux, P-10

The Power Range Neutron Flux, P-10 interlock is actuated at
approximately 10% power, as determined by two-out-of-four
NIS power range detectors. If power level falls below
10% RTP on 3 of 4 channels, the nuclear instrument trips will
be automatically unblocked. The LCO requirement for the P-
10 interlock ensures that the following Functions are
performed:

on increasing power, the P-10 interlock allows the
operator to manually block the Intermediate Range
Neutron Flux reactor trip. Note that blocking the
reactor trip also blocks the signal to prevent
automatic and manual rod withdrawal;

on increasing power, the P-10 interlock allows the
operator to manually block the Power Range Neutron
Flux-Low reactor trip;

on increasing power, the P-10 interlock automatically
provides a backup signal to block the Source Range
Neutron Flux reactor trip;-aRdeset4Qe.eme9&e-4he
(We"rgtw;.se-up"lied oly) NIS -^IO rafn
deletem
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.3.1.11

SR 3.3.1.11 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION, as
described in SR 3.3.1.10. Three Two Notes modify this SR. Note 1
states that neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL
CALIBRATION. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the power range
neutron detectors consists of a normalization of the detectors based on a
power calorimetric and flux map performed above 15% RTP. :e4iT h
voltage deteter-etatien ,,,,-evaluated a -"e 119 t 9
ma~ua, ker~d~ata,-1h Wes4i§heuIe.,upplied .be~r-Rllcurde -B,(,

Seu8ata'aR p -,Mpl dele etaer•,,•,,ein-nd led-tete• • Ge

neutron detertorc. The CHANNEL CALIBWAION - 4eh9-8F&~Seroe
range pnd-Gempen-ated ion ch-mbrd intermedate4eafepneutren
det.O...O.SIMS Of .. .. ..I the high voltge deter;terVlteau-aRd
di""-;t' F C.R..eS 4OP . u... r..... , arid the high-veltagetlecter
plateaau14.r4.terme. We Fange. -vo!uaing these cuptre a-, GMarinR
te&Abee,-4-RanueGreer•-dat. .- The CHANNEL CALIBRATION for
the fission chamber source and intermediate range neutron detectors
consists of verifying that the channels respond correctly to test inputs with
the necessary range and accuracy. Note 2 states that this Surveillance is
not required for the NIS power range detectors for entry into MODE 2
or 1. Note 3app iesAe-teiimpeRnsted 4n, cnhzmbar nt.,"medibta rajne
ReA" .~totr . a~d Sta1We-hat-tIcl SUrvollbnceIc is o! required to be

p~met~reriy-I•tW MO E.2.cr-4.1Netes.-2-ad 3 are -required
be~ause~lhe~undt-stbe• a -least-MA DE2 to p"r"orm t"e ta"t f",r the,

tIh-ewe-rBgR 91etetet. Note 2 is required because the unit must be
in MODE I to perform the test for the power range detectors. The
Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience, equipment
reliability, and plant risk and is controlled under the Surveillance
Frequency Control Program.
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.2

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.2 Nuclear Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The neutron flux monitors are used during refueling operations to monitor
the core reactivity condition. The installed neutron flux monitors are part
of the Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS) and the Wide Range Neutron
Flux Monitoring System (Gamma-Metrics). Source range indication is
provided via the NIS source range channels and the Gamma-Metrics
shutdown monitors using detectors located external to the reactor vessel.
These detectors monitor neutrons leaking from the core. Neutron flux
indication is provided in counts per second. UteJWesfte&euse-suppied
13" 4eleotrsuup I- he-NIS Geurs Faoge chaRn•-.are-being-feplaeed
willh Thefrmo Sckictifte.suppk4-issefd ab~eietm
Westinghouse NIS zu-oc r.ngo cFa r...nesn4JitiiR F3, deto.lc.' ha:c a
r~aeA,144e4Efps-= The-reptaee.men!-Thormo SceRti a-The NIS
source range channels utif izigfissiondehamber-dete•,e!, have a range of
0.1 to 1E6 cps. The wide range channels have a range of 0.1 to IE5 cps
(in the startup range). The NIS source range channels and the Gamma-
Metrics shutdown monitors provide continuous visible count rate indication
in the control room. The NIS is designed in accordance with the criteria
presented in Reference 1.

The shutdown monitors (Gamma-Metrics) automatic actuations and alarm
are not required for OPERABILITY during refueling operations. The NIS
source range audible indication and audible alarm are not required for
OPERABILITY during refueling operations.

APPLICABLE Two OPERABLE neutron flux monitors are required to provide
SAFETY an indication to alert the operator to unexpected changes in core
ANALYSES reactivity such as with a boron dilution accident (Ref. 2) or an improperly

loaded fuel assembly.

The neutron flux monitors satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36
(Ref. 3).

LCO This LCO requires that two neutron flux monitors be OPERABLE to
ensure that redundant monitoring capability is available to detect changes
in core reactivity. To be OPERABLE, each monitor must provide visual
indication.
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